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Response to Email Query No. 12, Raised: Friday 26th July 2013 

 
Query Details: 
 
I’m not sure if you want to put this one out but, seeing as there are some queries around, one 
of our guys has just surveyed a contaminated boiler room in a large school today and it had 
poor condition pipe insulation and debris throughout.  The issue we have is that the school cat 
regularly sleeps on the debris laden pipes then wonders around the school being stroked by the 
children.  The question has been asked as to what the exposure potential is and how do we 
decontaminate a cat... 
 
Feedback: 
 
The query was sent out to all organisations on the circulation list for both northern and 
southern Norac groups. Details have been collated from those who responded. 
 
LIST of Comments received from Members with regards to this query. Each comment has come 
from a different laboratory. 
 
 

1. Surely just move the cats bed. 
 

2. Double bag it? 
 

3. Hoover the cat, tag rag him then take him in a DCU with a contractor and shower him off 
Take the cat in the DCU, shave him in the dirty end and put him through the shower 
Buy the cat a half face mask, overalls n booties 
The cat can’t be decontaminated and will have to go to kitty heaven ( 
where he is getting in the boiler room and buy a new cat, the kids won’t know the difference. 

 
My personal opinion would be to try and clean the cat using vacs and a DCU (potentially shave 
the cat if needs be as fur grows back) and block the holes up that its using to get in the boiler 
room till the room can be cleaned.  
 

4. Is there any sign of Meowsothelioma? Sorry for that, its Friday and its hot. 
 

The HSE would probably say that it should be risk assessed? 
Perhaps re-create under controlled conditions? 
Should be interesting  

 
 

5. Personally, I would use the Glove Bag method. 
 

Carefully corner cat avoiding disturbance, place hepa-ventilated Glove Bag over, (include can of 
shaving gel & hose attachment).  
LARC to also hold Certificate of Competence in Cat Grooming (available from the Pet Industry 
Federation - http://www.petcare.org.uk/index.php/news/1219-cat-grooming-qualification-
launch). 

http://www.petcare.org.uk/index.php/news/1219-cat-grooming-qualification-launch
http://www.petcare.org.uk/index.php/news/1219-cat-grooming-qualification-launch
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Thoroughly wet cat and use shaving gel / foam as fibre suppressant, carefully shave cat 
removing all hair. Extract cat carefully from Glove bag and hose down. Simple. I attach picture of 

    


 

 
 
 
 

6. Regarding the cat, maybe it could be bathed and gently wet-vacced under supervision of an 
expert groomer? Obviously this would have to coincide with cleaning the plant room and I doubt 
the cat would enjoy the experience much! 

 

 
7. Very funny firstly.  

 
But when considered seriously, they are failing to safely manage their ACMs and failing to reduce 
or prevent the spread of ACMs. 
The exposure could be quite a lot if there’s huge amounts of loose lagging that its lying on and 
rolling around in then wandering around the school and being stroked.  
They need to prevent ALL access into a known contaminated room – including humans, cats, 
gypsies, tramps and thieves!  
Then get rid of the source of contamination; clean up debris and encapsulate the pipes.   
As for the cat; chuck a bucket of water over it and leave it outside for a while!! 
Or a fully PPE/RPE’d man to wash and dry the cat in a small enclosure!!! 
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Summary: 
 
This query certainly brought out the humour in everyone. The main (serious) gist is that in all 
reality access needs to be restricted to all, including animals. If the boiler room is heavily 
contaminated then the cat is likely to end up with contamination in its fur which will easily be 
transferred to children when it’s being stroked. The recommendation to the school does need 
to be to keep the cat out along with advice that it will (literally) be carrying a contamination and 
exposure risk around with it.   
 
 
 
Colette Willoughby 
9th September 2013 
 


